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PLEDGE BY NU STUDENT 
 

I hereby take pledge with all sincerity, an open-mind and with an unswerving perseverance that 

I will put in my best efforts to fulfill all my goals and objectives being the Student of NIIT 

University. I shall apply myself to the task of studying and gaining seamless education with all 

due courtesy to all my fellow students and respect for my Juniors and Seniors. I shall live with 

perseverance, and will maintain Integrity, controlling my actions within the prescribed limits of 

humanism. I will always honor my Parents, Faculty and Fellow members of Society. I will have 

courtesy and respect for all humans globally and will take care of the Flora and Fauna around me 

to the best of my abilities. I will always attempt my hardest to make my Family, Peer, Nation, and 

the world at large proud by being a good citizen, by applying knowledge for humanitarian welfare 

and by complying with Rules and Regulation with judicious and rational approach. I will always 

attempt sincere and honest efforts for resolving the issues and problems concerning humans and 

my planet earth through the application of acquired knowledge, skills and competence in the 

true interest and service of global society. I pledge to strive to develop while being at NU the 

professional skills and the character and values necessary to fulfill the role of my profession and 

will constantly and continuously try to develop my area, roles, duties, and responsibilities to the 

best of my capacities through innovation, invention, or discovery. My patriotic spirits are high in 

my heart, and I will always strive to bring glory to my nation all through my life. I assure hereby 

that I will not indulge in any behavior or act that may come under the definition of ragging. I will 

not participate in or abet or propagate ragging in any form. I will not hurt anyone physically or 

psychologically or cause any other harm. I will not indulge in unparliamentary language/ 

denigrate the interest of the Organization / any other Authority / Staff member / Campus / facility 

in any manner whatsoever. I hereby undertake to maintain proper conduct on campus and take 

the responsibility for maintaining an order, discipline, and decorum on and outside campus, 

always. 

 

I pronounce the Oath being NU Student, I affirm my commitment to professional conduct and to 

abide by the principles of ethical conduct and I agree to conform to all the Statutes, Ordinances, 

Regulations & Rules of the University in force. 
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